
MAGAZINE STYLES
Realistic
Drop Feed

Realistic
Belt Fed

Rotary Drop In Pellet magazines slot 
directly into the slide of the pistol & 
sit comfortably behind the barrel. 
These are usually found on high quality 
accurate pistols. 

Rotary Double Ended Stick Mags extend 
fully through the mag-well but don’t 
fill the whole grip like a realistic 
magazine. they hold twice as many 
pellets as the rotary drop in pellet 
mags and are very quick to reload. These 
are usually found on budget friendly 
pistols.pistols.

Realistic Rotary hybrid Mags fully fill 
the mag-well & take both Pellet & Steel 
BB. They hold up to 4 little rotary mags 
that clip onto the magazine itself. They 
can be individually loaded before going 
into the pistol for fast reloading, 
allowing the user to quickly exchange 
mags.mags.

Belt Fed Stick mags are best known for 
use in the SIG P320 and has proven 
itself as a reliable system. The 
magazine opens up, exposing the belt to 
allow for easy & fast loading. This 
design originated from SIG Sauer 
themselves so you can be sure its 
quality.quality.

Drop Fed Stick mags work exactly the 
same as a realistic drop feed but are 
usually made of polycarbonate (Hardened 
Plastic). They are found in a wide range 
of BB pistols and usually more budget 
friendly options. Don’t be fooled 
though, they are found in a wide range 
ofof pistols as they prove to be reliable 
and help keep costs down. One example of 
a pistol using a drop fed stick mag is 
the Walther PPK.

Rotary Drop In Pellet

Rotary Double Ended Stick

Realistic Rotary Hybrid

Belt Fed Stick

Drop Fed Stick

Realistic Drop Feed Magazines are as 
close to the real life version as you’ll 
get. this style is usually all metal and 
fill the whole mag-well (where the 
magazine is insterted). They are 
usually found on more expensive pistols 
and genuine replicas.

Realistic Belt Fed magazines fully fill 
the mag-well, what sets them apart from 
drop feed is that they have a rotary 
belt that fills the whole magazine 
allowing for a high shot count. These 
are only found on Pellet Pistols.
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